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Hybrids containing carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have attracted considerable attention in heterogeneous
catalysis. In this study, a CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid fabricated by urea-assisted gelation is disclosed to display
excellent activity and outstanding long-term stability in the vapor-phase hydrogenation of dimethyl
oxalate (DMO). Appropriate hybridization of CNTs with Cu–SiO2 results in enhanced Cu dispersion, which is
suggested to be one of the key factors in determining the catalytic performance of copper catalysts.
Furthermore, the growth of Cu nanoparticles (NPs) during the catalyst activation, DMO hydrogenation and
severe aging tests is distinctively inhibited by incorporating CNTs into Cu–SiO2, leading to remarkably
enhanced catalytic stability. The adsorption and activation of hydrogen on this particular hybrid catalyst
are also influenced by the CNTs introduction.
1. Introduction
A new class of hybrid materials composed of CNTs and
inorganic composites have been disclosed recently, which
offer many advantages in various applications such as
photochemistry, heterogeneous catalysis, electro-catalysis,
capacitors, batteries and chemical sensors.1–3 The application
of these CNT-incorporated hybrid composites in heteroge-
neous catalysis, which is involved in most of the production of
industrially important chemicals, has attracted tremendous
attention and has been reported in diverse catalytic reac-
tions.4–9 The beneficial roles of CNTs in catalytic applications
are mainly attributed to the intrinsic features of CNTs, such as
a tunable surface with oxidized vacancies and localized double
bonds,10 special ability in hydrogen activation,11–15 a large
external surface with low limitations for mass transfer,16,17
confined space of the nanochannel,18 electron transfer
between CNTs and the metal,19 and high thermal conductiv-
ity.20
In recent years, encouraging development on a novel
technology for ethylene glycol (EG) production via an inter-
mediate of DMO from coal-based syngas has attracted
significant attention worldwide. In order to industrialize this
novel EG production technology, there are still many technical
challenges that need to be solved or improved. For instance,
the currently employed Cu-based catalyst for vapor-phase
DMO hydrogenation to EG suffers considerably from inade-
quate efficiency and poor stability during long-term runs.
Rational design and fabrication of a qualified catalyst are
highly desired. A silica supported Cu catalyst is the most
extensively studied catalyst system for DMO hydrogenation to
EG, mainly due to the fact that it satisfies the demands for an
industrial catalyst from the viewpoints of both security and
low cost. High Cu dispersion is usually assumed to be one of
the vital factors for achieving high hydrogenation perfor-
mance.21 Efficient methods, such as ammonia evaporation
and adopting mesoporous supports, have been reported to
produce silica supported Cu catalysts with excellent metal
dispersion and metal–support interactions.22–25 However,
long-term stability on these catalysts with high activity was
not obviously improved. The deterioration of Cu dispersion
and the change of surface distribution of Cu0 and Cu+ species
were proposed to be the main causes for catalyst deactiva-
tion.26 Boric oxide doped Cu–SiO2 catalysts were reported to
display a remarkably enhanced stability against deactivation
during long-term DMO hydrogenation to EG or ethanol and
the interaction between the acidic boric oxide and surface
cupreous species were believed to be responsible for the
stabilizing effect.26,27
With the intent to import potential advantages of CNTs,
such as an ability for hydrogen activation, high thermal and
electrical conductivities and a unique carbonaceous surface
into the Cu–SiO2 catalyst, a kind of CNT-incorporated hybrid
composite was designed, fabricated and employed for the
vapor-phase hydrogenation of DMO to EG in this study.
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Surprisingly, both a high EG production rate and significantly
enhanced long-term stability were obtained with the optimal
hybrid catalyst. Efforts were also devoted to probe into the
nature of the promoting effect of CNTs by characterizing the
CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid catalysts with a transmission electron
microscope (TEM), N2O chemisorption, X-ray diffraction
(XRD), nitrogen physisorption, hydrogen temperature-pro-
grammed desorption (H2-TPD), etc. In addition, a new method
was tentatively proposed to rapidly evaluate the potential
catalyst lifespan by inflicting severe aging treatments on the
catalyst.
2. Experimental
2.1. Preparation of catalysts
Following a well-documented method in the literature, multi-
walled CNTs with outer diameters of 10–60 nm and inner
diameters of 2–4 nm were produced on a highly dispersed Ni–
MgO catalyst in the presence of methane as the carbon
source.28 Prior to the synthesis of the CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid,
CNTs were oxidatively treated in a 68 wt% HNO3 solution at
353 K for 16 h to remove the residual Ni–MgO catalyst and
amorphous carbon. The oxidized CNTs were then filtered,
washed with deionized water and dried at 383 K. The specific
surface area and average pore diameter for the as-obtained
CNTs were 101.6 m2 g21 and 3.3 nm, respectively.
With a previously established urea-assisted gelation
method, a series of CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid catalysts with
different CNT contents and a constant Cu loading of 20 wt%
were prepared.26 Briefly, in a round bottom flask, 4.6 g
Cu(NO3)2?3H2O was dissolved in deionized water and then
mixed with a suitable amount of aqueous ammonia to afford a
clear dark-blue solution. Subsequently, 3.0 g urea and a certain
amount of pretreated CNTs were added, followed by slowly
adding 10.5 g 40 wt% Ludox AS-40 colloidal silica dropwise
with a burette under mechanical stirring. After aging at 343 K
for 4 h under vigorous stirring, the obtained dark precipitates
were filtered, washed with deionized water and dried under
vacuum overnight at 393 K before calcining in air at 623 K for 2
h. The obtained catalyst precursors were denoted as xCNTs–
Cu–SiO2, where x represents the content (in weight percentage)
of CNTs in the hybrid catalyst. For comparison, two reference
catalysts, Cu–SiO2 and activated carbon–Cu–SiO2, with the
same Cu loading (20 wt%) were also synthesized.
2.2. Catalyst characterizations
The actual Cu loadings were analyzed by inductively coupled
plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) on a Thermo
Elemental IRIS Intrepid II XSP apparatus. The specific surface
area, pore volume and average pore diameter were measured
by static N2 physisorption at 77 K on a Micromeritics TriStar II
3020 surface area and pore analyzer. All samples were
outgassed at 393 K for 1 h and then evacuated at 573 K for 3
h to remove physically adsorbed impurities before the N2
physisorption measurement. The specific surface areas were
calculated with adsorption data in a relative pressure (P/P0)
range 0.05–0.2 using the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET)
method. Average pore diameters and pore size distributions
were derived from the desorption branch of the isotherm
using the Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) method.
Measurement of XRD patterns was conducted on a
PANalytical X’pert Pro Super X-ray diffractometer using Cu-
Ka radiation (l = 0.15418 nm) in the scanning angle (2h) range
10–90u, tube voltage 40 kV and current 30 mA. The full-width-
at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the XRD peak at 2h = 43.3u for Cu
(111) was employed to calculate the average size of Cu NPs
with the Scherrer equation. TEM images were collected on a
FEI Tecnai 30 electron microscope operated at an acceleration
voltage of 300 kV. Prior to the TEM measurement, catalyst
powders were ultrasonically dispersed in ethanol for 30 min
and a drop of the obtained solution was trickled on the copper
grid.
Cu dispersions and cupreous surface areas were determined
by the classic method based on dissociative N2O chemisorp-
tion and hydrogen pulse reduction with a stoichiometry of
[2Cus + N2O A Cu2O + N2] (Cus denotes a surface Cu atom).
Briefly, on a Micromeritics Autochem II 2920 apparatus with a
thermal conductivity detector (TCD), 100 mg of the catalyst
sample was reduced in 5%H2–95%Ar (50 mL min
21) at 623 K
for 4 h. After cooling to 333 K, a flow of N2O (20 mL min
21)
passed through the reduced catalyst for 1 h in order to
transform the surface copper atoms into Cu2O species.
Hydrogen pulse reduction at 573 K was conducted to
determine the amount of surface Cu2O species according to
the redox reaction of Cu2O + H2 A 2Cu + H2O. The TCD was
calibrated using standard hydrogen. A 13X zeolite dehydration
trap was installed to remove the moisture in outlet gas. Copper
dispersion was calculated by dividing the amount of surface
copper by the actual Cu loading determined by ICP-OES.
Characterizations of H2-TPD were also carried out on a
Micromeritics Autochem II 2920 apparatus with a TCD
detector. 100 mg of the catalyst sample was reduced in
5%H2–95%Ar (50 mL min
21) at 623 K for 4 h and then purged
with a high-purity Ar (99.999%) stream (30 mL min21) at 573 K
for 0.5 h; hydrogen adsorption on the reduced catalyst was
conducted by flowing a high-purity H2 (99.999%) stream (30
mL min21) through the sample at 433 K for 0.5 h and room
temperature (RT) for 1 h. Afterwards, a TPD measurement
from RT to 873 K was performed using high-purity Ar (50 mL
min21) as carrier gas and a temperature ramping rate of 5 K
min21.
2.3. Evaluations of catalytic performance and stability
The catalytic performance in vapor-phase DMO hydrogenation
was investigated using a fixed-bed micro-reactor in continuous
flow mode. Briefly, 200 mg of the catalyst (40–60 mesh) was
loaded into a stainless steel tubular reactor (internal diameter
7 mm) and a 90 mm quartz powder layer was packed on the
top of the catalyst bed. The catalyst was activated in a flow of
H2–Ar = 1 : 19 (50 mL min
21) at 623 K for 4 h and then cooled
to the desired reaction temperature (usually 453 K). High-
purity H2 was fed into the reactor and the system pressure was
precisely controlled at 3.0 MPa with a back-pressure regulator.
The DMO solution in methanol was pumped into the reactor
with a HPLC pump (SSI series III, Scientific Systems). The
outlet stream was sampled using an automatic Vici valco













































6-ports valve system and analyzed by an online gas chromato-
graph (GC-2010, Shimadzu) with a flame ionization detector
and a DB-Wax capillary column.
In addition to the long-term catalytic evaluation under
standard conditions of 3.0 MPa, 473 K, H2–DMO = 80, DMO
WLHSV = 1.2 g g-cat21 h21, the impact of accelerated catalyst
aging under severe conditions including elevated reaction
temperature or dramatically high weight liquid hourly space
velocity (WLHSV) of the substrate was also investigated.
Typically, after the as-reduced catalyst underwent catalytic
DMO hydrogenation under standard conditions for 24 h, the
DMO WLHSV was increased to 8.0 g g-cat21 h21 while other
conditions remained unchanged. This catalyst aging lasted for
24 h and the catalytic hydrogenation performance on the aged
catalyst was re-evaluated under standard conditions. Similarly,
another severe catalyst aging at a high reaction temperature
was performed by elevating the reaction temperature to 623 K
for 24 h and the catalytic activity of the aged catalyst was re-
tested under standard conditions.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Morphology and physicochemical features of CNTs–Cu–
SiO2 hybrids
The TEM micrographs of Cu–SiO2, 15CNTs–Cu–SiO2 and
25CNTs–Cu–SiO2 reduced by hydrogen at 623 K for 4 h are
shown in Fig. 1. For reduced Cu–SiO2, Cu NPs with particle
sizes in the range 3.6–6.5 nm are observed to finely disperse on
the surface of cross-linked silica spheres, indicating that the
urea-assisted gelation successfully afforded a highly dispersed
Cu catalyst supported on silica, even when the Cu loading is as
high as 20 wt%. On reduced 15CNTs–Cu–SiO2 and 25CNTs–
Cu–SiO2 hybrids, long and twisted CNTs intermingle with
cross-linked Cu–SiO2 particles intimately. The dark or grey-
colored Cu NPs are found to adhere on the external surfaces of
both silica spheres and CNTs, but the CNTs seem to be the
secondary support for Cu NPs in the CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrids.
Furthermore, the surface density of Cu NPs on silica spheres
for the 25CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid is higher than that of the
15CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid, mainly due to the fact that the molar
ratio of Cu–silica increases with the increase of CNTs content.
The excess amount of Cu species on a silica support inevitably
leads to the remarkable aggregation of Cu NPs.
Actual Cu loadings of the CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrids and
reference catalysts of Cu–SiO2 and AC–Cu–SiO2 determined
by ICP analysis were found to be close to the pre-set value of 20
wt% (Table 1), indicating the negligible effect of introducing
CNTs on the complete precipitation of Cu precursors with
silica sol during the process of urea-assisted gelation. Usually,
appropriately controlled synthesis by urea-assisted gelation
affords the Cu–SiO2 catalyst precursor in the cupric phyllosi-
licate phase, which can be subsequently transformed into the
Cu–SiO2 catalyst with a high Cu dispersion and specific
surface area. Although the CNTs employed in this study
possessed a relatively low specific surface area (101.6 m2 g21),
the specific surface areas for the CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrids
(304.5–317.1 m2 g21) with CNTs contents from 5 to 25 wt%
are only slightly inferior to that of pure Cu–SiO2 (323.9 m
2
g21).
In general, Cu dispersion is highly related to catalytic
activity in DMO hydrogenation.21 The content of CNTs in the
CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid affects the Cu dispersion and Cu metal
surface area with a volcano-type curve and the catalyst shows
the highest Cu active surface area in the presence of CNTs at a
content of 15 wt%. Taking into account that the specific
surface area of CNTs is remarkably lower than that of Cu–SiO2,
the Cu species dispersed on the external and internal surface
of CNTs may not be the primary reason to promote the Cu
dispersion. The TEM characterization has also confirmed that
Cu NPs in hybrid catalysts preferentially disperse on the
surface of the silica support. The changes in the porous
structure and the content of cupric phyllosilicates in the
CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid catalyst precursors induced by introdu-
cing CNTs are speculated to be the main origin for high Cu
dispersion. It is known that CNTs possess high thermal
conductivity and the heat transfer in CNT-containing compo-
sites can be enhanced remarkably.29 Thermal conductivity
enhancement is also assumed to be partially responsible for
the improvement of Cu dispersion in the 15CNTs–Cu–SiO2
hybrid catalyst. During catalyst activation by hydrogen reduc-
tion, the CNTs may act as heat sinks to rapidly remove the heat
generated in the exothermal reduction of Cu2+ to Cu0 and
thereby retard the growth of Cu NPs to some extent. A similar
Fig. 1 TEM micrographs of Cu–SiO2, 15CNTs–Cu–SiO2 and 25CNTs–Cu–SiO2 reduced by hydrogen at 623 K.













































effect of CNTs in stabilizing inorganic NPs has been reported
in CNTs hybrid materials such as Cu/Zn/Al/Zr–CNTs and VOx–
CNTs catalysts.30,31
3.2 Catalytic activity and stability of CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrids
Under standard conditions for vapor-phase DMO hydrogena-
tion to EG, the catalytic performances of the CNTs–Cu–SiO2
hybrids and reference catalysts including Cu–SiO2 and AC–Cu–
SiO2 were evaluated and compared (Table 2). Several reactions
including DMO hydrogenation to methyl glycolate (MG), MG
hydrogenation to EG and deep hydrogenation of EG to ethanol
may occur simultaneously and successively in vapor-phase
DMO hydrogenation. Introducing CNTs into the Cu–SiO2
catalyst promotes hydrogenation in terms of DMO conversion
and EG selectivity. This variation in catalytic activity is
consistent with the influence of CNTs contents on Cu
dispersion and Cu specific surface area of the hybrid catalysts
determined by N2O chemisorption (Table 1), implying that the
size of Cu NPs and the amount of surface Cu species are the
important factors in determining the catalytic performance.
Nonetheless, it is worth noting that, other than Cu dispersion
and Cu specific surface area, some other factors may also play
vital roles in DMO hydrogenation catalyzed by CNTs–Cu–SiO2
hybrid catalysts, because the 25CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid, which
possesses a relatively low Cu dispersion (0.21), displays
superior hydrogenation activity to the Cu–SiO2 catalyst (Cu
dispersion 0.25). The enhancement induced by hybridizing
Cu–SiO2 with another carbonaceous material of AC, although
being somewhat inferior to that for CNTs, was also observed,
implying that the carbonaceous material generally gives a
distinct impact on the DMO hydrogenation over a copper
catalyst supported on silica materials. It has been reported
that some heterogeneous catalysts with high electrical
conductivity can facilitate electron transfer or charge mobility
and then display improved catalytic performances.32,33 The
hybridization of Cu–SiO2 with CNTs or AC, which are much
more electrically conductive than silica, may bring about the
electrical conductivity enhancement in the hybrid catalysts;
especially, the CNTs with a high length-to-diameter ratio can
provide more advantages on long-distance electron transfer or
charge mobility; moreover, a large number of Cu NPs present
on the surface of the hybrid catalysts is possible to act as a
bridge to enhance the electron transport in the hybrid catalyst,
just analogous to the Ag NPs in a hybrid material consisting of
beta-AgVO3 nanowires and CNTs as a high-performance
cathode;34 hence, it is proposed that, in addition to the
improvement in Cu dispersion, the enhancement of the
electrical conductivity and charge mobility by introducing
CNTs possibly is also responsible for the superior performance
of the hybrid catalyst.
Catalytic performances are influenced by not only inherent
properties of the catalyst but also reaction factors such as
temperature and space velocity. It is observed that elevating
the reaction temperature from 453 K to 473 K significantly
improves the rate of DMO hydrogenation on the Cu–SiO2
catalyst. Under constant conditions of DMO WLHSV = 0.5 g
g-cat21 h21, 3.0 MPa, H2–DMO = 80, the Cu–SiO2 catalyst
affords a DMO conversion of 99.3% and EG selectivity of
95.5% at 473 K (Fig. 2), while the DMO conversion and EG
selectivity were only 86.9% and 29.0% at 453 K (Table 2). At a
relatively high reaction temperature of 473 K, the catalytic
performances of the 15CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid and Cu–SiO2 as a
function of DMO WLHSV were evaluated and the results are
shown in Fig. 3. On the Cu–SiO2 catalyst, slight changes in the
catalytic behavior were observed on changing DMO WLHSV
from 0.5 g g-cat21 h21 to 3.0 g g-cat21 h21. Nonetheless,
further increasing DMO WLHSV leads to a sharp decrease of
the EG yield. Surprisingly, the 15CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid retains
excellent catalytic performance even at a rather high DMO
WLHSV of 8.0 g g-cat21 h21, clearly reflecting its superiority to
the pure Cu–SiO2 catalyst and great potential for industrial
Table 1 Physicochemical features of CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrids and reference catalysts
Catalysts Cu loadinga (wt%) SBET (m
2 g21) Vpore
b (cm3 g21) Dpore (nm) Cu dispersion
c SCu0
c (m2 g-cat21)
Cu–SiO2 19.2 323.9 0.88 11.8 0.25 30.8
5CNTs–Cu–SiO2 19.8 304.5 0.76 9.7 0.26 33.6
10CNTs–Cu–SiO2 19.0 306.1 0.86 10.7 0.29 34.0
15CNTs–Cu–SiO2 19.1 313.0 0.95 11.1 0.30 37.5
20CNTs–Cu–SiO2 20.2 317.1 0.94 10.7 0.24 31.2
25CNTs–Cu–SiO2 20.5 316.3 0.94 10.4 0.21 27.3
a Determined by ICP-OES. b Calculated from nitrogen adsorption amount at P/P0 = 0.995.
c Specific surface area of metallic Cu determined by
N2O chemisorption.




EG MGb EtOH 1, 2-BDOc
Cu–SiO2 86.9 29.0 70.5 0.4 0.1
5CNTs–Cu–SiO2 95.2 44.0 55.3 0.6 0.1
10CNTs–Cu–SiO2 98.0 58.0 41.2 0.6 0.1
15CNTs–Cu–SiO2 100.0 93.3 4.0 1.0 1.7
20CNTs–Cu–SiO2 98.6 87.8 11.0 0.8 0.4
25CNTs–Cu–SiO2 98.4 77.0 22.1 0.6 0.3
15AC–Cu–SiO2 98.0 59.6 39.6 0.7 0.1
a Reaction conditions: pressure = 3.0 MPa, H2–DMO = 80,
WLHSV(DMO) = 0.5 g g-cat
21 h21, T = 453 K and DMO concentration
in methanol = 0.02 g mL21. b By-product of methyl glycolate. c By-
product of 1,2-butanediol.













































application as a highly efficient catalyst for DMO hydrogena-
tion.
Up to now, the poor long-term stability of Cu and silica
based catalysts remains a great problem hindering the
industrialization of DMO hydrogenation to EG. Long-term
catalytic evaluation reveals that the 15CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid
exhibits a remarkably longer lifetime over the pure Cu–SiO2
catalyst (Fig. 3). Under the conditions of a DMO WLHSV of 1.2
g g-cat21 h21 and 473 K, the Cu–SiO2 catalyst only retains its
high activity for about 75 h followed by deactivating rapidly.
The 15CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid displays excellent stability during
DMO hydrogenation for as long as 150 h. It is worth
mentioning that the space velocity of methanol, which is the
solvent of the DMO solution, affects the catalytic activity and
stability to some extent. A high ratio of methanol–DMO is
assumed to reduce the surface concentration of DMO by
competitive adsorption, thus reducing the rate of hydrogena-
tion. A previous study revealed that methanol oxidation on the
Cu–SiO2 catalyst led to the accelerated sintering of Cu NPs
during the process of DMO hydrogenation.35
A general method to rapidly predict the lifespan of a catalyst
is highly desired because continuously monitoring the degree
of catalyst deactivation under regular conditions is quite time-
consuming. A different method to evaluate the durability of a
catalyst under severe conditions including high temperature
and high substrate space velocity was tentatively employed in
this study. The catalytic performances of the 15CNTs–Cu–SiO2
hybrid and Cu–SiO2 before and after two kinds of severe aging
treatments were tested (Fig. 4). The catalyst aging at a high
DMO space velocity of 5.0 g g-cat21 h21 for 24 h only slightly
affects the catalytic property, and Cu–SiO2 and the 15CNTs–
Cu–SiO2 hybrid both restore their initial activities after the
treatment. On the other hand, thermal aging at 623 K for 24 h
induces a great difference in the catalytic activity on Cu–SiO2
and the 15CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid. After thermal aging, the
space time yield (STY) of EG on Cu–SiO2 decreases by almost
half, but that on the 15CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid only shows an
unobvious variation. Combining the results of long-term
stability on two catalysts under standard conditions, it is
tentatively proposed that the durability against the thermal
aging of a Cu-based catalyst for DMO hydrogenation may be
highly relevant with the actual lifespan to some extent.
3.3 Phase evolution of CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrids
In situ XRD characterization was carried out to investigate and
compare the phase evolution for the precursors of Cu–SiO2
and CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrids under a reductive atmosphere of
H2–Ar = 1 : 19 as a function of treatment temperature (Fig. 5).
On the XRD patterns of the catalyst precursors of Cu–SiO2 and
the 15CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid, a series of extremely weak
diffraction peaks at 2h of 31.0, 34.8, 57.2, 63.3 and 71.2u,
ascribed to the cupric phyllosilicate phase (JCPDS 00-003-
0219), are observed. For the hybrid catalyst, an additional XRD
peak at 2h of 26.5u is attributed to the characteristic diffraction
for the (002) facet of CNTs. Similar temperature-dependent
Fig. 2 Catalytic performance as a function of DMO WLHS on the 15CNTs–Cu–
SiO2 hybrid and Cu–SiO2 catalyst under conditions of 473 K, 3.0 MPa, H2–DMO =
80 and DMO concentration in methanol = 0.1 g mL21.
Fig. 3 Long-term catalytic stability of 15CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid and Cu–SiO2
catalyst under conditions of 473 K, 3.0 MPa, H2–DMO = 80, DMO WLHSV = 1.2 g
g-cat21 h21 and DMO concentration in methanol = 0.1 g mL21.
Fig. 4 Durability evaluation of the 15CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid and Cu–SiO2 catalyst
under different conditions: (a) 473 K, DMO WLHSV = 1.2 g g-cat21 h21; (b) 473
K, DMO WLHSV = 5.0 g g-cat21 h21; (c) 623 K, DMO WLHSV = 1.2 g g-cat21 h21.













































phase evolutions were observed on Cu–SiO2 and the 15CNTs–
Cu–SiO2 hybrid. No obvious change is observed when the
treatment temperature is below 523 K. At temperatures above
523 K, reduction of Cu2+ species in the catalyst precursors into
Cu0 NPs gradually occurs, as evidenced by the characteristic
diffraction peaks for Cu0 crystallites (2h = 43.3, 50.4 and 74.1u,
JCPDS 00-004-0836). The diffraction peak for Cu (111) (2h =
43.3u) on a nascent Cu0 crystallite formed at a relatively low
reduction temperature was remarkably more obvious than that
for other crystal faces, implying that most Cu NPs at this time
were ultra-small in size and had low crystallinity. These small-
sized Cu NPs were thermally stable, since gradually elevating
the treatment temperature from 523 K to 973 K only brought
about slight intensifying and sharpening of the Cu (111)
diffraction peak. Further increasing the treatment temperature
to 1073 K or higher resulted in fast growth of the Cu
crystallites, as evidenced by obviously intense XRD diffrac-
tions. Further, the mean sizes for Cu NPs on Cu–SiO2 and the
15CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid at different temperatures were calcu-
lated by the Scherrer equation and compared. The mean sizes
of Cu NPs on the 15CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid were found to be
smaller than those on Cu–SiO2 at the same treatment
temperature in the range 523–973 K, which was consistent
with the results of Cu dispersion determined by N2O
chemisorption. On the contrary, the 15CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid
reduced at 1073 and 1173 K possessed slightly bigger mean
sizes of Cu NPs over Cu–SiO2, probably due to the fact that a
higher Cu–Si ratio and denser Cu NPs surface distribution on
the 15CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid are more apt to induce Cu
coagulation at a high temperature close to the Cu melting
point (1357 K).
XRD patterns of 15CNTs/Cu/SiO2 hybrid and Cu/SiO2 after
severe aging treatments at high temperature and high
substrate space velocity were collected and compared
(Fig. 6). The intensities of characteristic diffraction peaks for
Cu0 crystallites at 2h = 43.3 and 50.4u markedly increase on the
severely aged Cu/SiO2, implying that the severe aging
treatments significantly aggravated the aggregation and
growth of Cu NPs on Cu/SiO2. Moreover, the results strongly
support the viewpoint that the deterioration of Cu dispersion
is one of the vital reasons for Cu-based catalyst deactivation in
vapor-phase DMO hydrogenation,26 since the catalytic activity
of Cu/SiO2 greatly deteriorated after severe aging treatments
(Fig. 4). Surprisingly, the serve aging treatments only brought
about slight changes in XRD patterns for 15CNTs/Cu/SiO2
hybrid, clearly demonstrating that the CNTs incorporated in
hybrid catalysts efficiently retard the growth of Cu NPs. The
capability of CNTs with high thermal conductivity to rapidly
remove the heats from exothermal hydrogenations is specu-
lated to be partially responsible for the stabilizing effect.
3.4 Hydrogen adsorption of CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrids
The superiority of the application of CNTs in catalytic
hydrogenation is usually ascribed to the excellent ability of
CNTs in adsorbing and activating hydrogen and promoting the
spillover of surface hydrogen species. Previous H2-TPD and
Raman studies have revealed that two modes of hydrogen
adsorptions, associative and dissociative, may simultaneously
occur on the surface of CNTs.12,36,37 The H2-TPD profiles for
the reduced CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrids and Cu–SiO2 were then
measured and compared (Fig. 7). An obvious hydrogen-
desorption peak at ca. 837 K was observed on both pure Cu–
SiO2 and hybrid catalysts, and the hybrid catalysts with
Fig. 5 Phase evolutions of precursors of Cu–SiO2 and the 15CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid in a reductive atmosphere as a function of temperature.
Fig. 6 XRD patterns of: (a) as-reduced 15CNTs–Cu–SiO2; (b) 15CNTs–Cu–SiO2
after severe aging treatments; (c) as-reduced Cu–SiO2; (d) Cu–SiO2 after severe
aging treatments. Severe aging treatments were at high temperature and high
substrate space velocity conducted under the conditions of 623 K and DMO
WLHSV = 1.2 g g-cat21 h21 for 24 h.













































relatively high CNTs contents (15–25 wt%) additionally afford
another weak hydrogen-desorption peak at ca. 335 K.
According to the assignment in literature,37 the peak at low
temperature probably arises from desorption of weakly
adsorbed hydrogen species in the mode of associative
adsorption and the peak at high temperature may be
attributed to desorption of strongly adsorbed hydrogen species
generated via dissociative activation. As evidenced by the
observed hydrogen-desorption signal at 837 K on the Cu–SiO2
catalyst (Fig. 7f), the metallic Cu sites on the catalysts are
believed to be capable of dissociatively activating and
absorbing hydrogen. It was interesting that introducing
CNTs into Cu–SiO2 changes the hydrogen adsorption beha-
viors to some extent, implying that the CNTs play some role in
activation, storage or transport of the surface hydrogen
species. The hydrogen-desorption signal at a low desorption
temperature on the hybrid catalysts indicates that some
unique hydrogen species with a relatively weak interaction
with catalyst surface are formed as a result of the participation
of CNTs. Variation of CNTs content in the range 5–25 wt%
does not induce consistent changes in the hydrogen-deso-
rption signals, probably due to the fact that the Cu–Si ratio in
the hybrid catalysts also varies with CNTs content. However,
the fact that the most prominent signals for hydrogen
desorption at both high and low temperature are observed
on the 15 CNTs–Cu–SiO2 hybrid catalyst, which displays the
best catalytic performance in DMO hydrogenation, may
emphasize the vital importance of hydrogen activation in the
catalysis of DMO hydrogenation. Several reports have pointed
out that the hydrogen order in chemoselective hydrogenations
is usually close to one and that hydrogen activation may be the
rate-determining step.38–40 In the literature,37 the promotional
effect of CNTs in a Pd–CNTs–Cu–ZrO2–HZSM-5 catalyst for the
direct synthesis of dimethyl ether from CO2/H2 was interpreted
as that the molecularly adsorbed hydrogen species with high
surface mobility on CNTs may spillover to the nearby Cu0
active sites and get further activated and adsorbed in the form
of hydrogen atoms, thus significantly improving the activation
and adsorption of H2. Similarly, it is postulated that the
appropriate hybridization of CNTs and Cu–SiO2 can improve
the rate of efficient hydrogen activation and promote the
surface concentration of active hydrogen species via the
synergism between CNTs and the Cu active site and then
gives rise to the acceleration of DMO hydrogenation.
4. Conclusions
In this study, the hybridization of CNTs and Cu–SiO2 via a
urea-assisted gelation successfully afforded a kind of CNTs–
Cu–SiO2 hybrid catalyst exhibiting excellent catalytic perfor-
mance and long-term stability for vapor-phase DMO hydro-
genation to EG. Catalyst characterizations disclosed that
appropriate hybridization of CNTs and Cu–SiO2 led to an
increase in Cu dispersion and Cu0 surface area, which is
assumed to be partially responsible for the improvement of
hydrogenation activity. In addition, incorporation of CNTs
with excellent electrical conductivity into Cu–SiO2 possibly
facilitates electron transfer or charge mobility, thus giving
positive effects on the catalytic performance. The growth of Cu
NPs during the processes of catalyst activation, DMO hydro-
genation and severe aging treatments is distinctively inhibited
on hybrid catalysts, possibly ascribed to the capacity of CNTs
with high thermal conductivity to rapidly remove the reaction
heat. Consequently, the stability of the hybrid catalyst against
long-term reaction and thermal aging is markedly promoted
by introducing CNTs. Furthermore, H2-TPD characterization
revealed that the surface hydrogen species and their deso-
rption behaviors on hybrid catalysts are also influenced by the
hybridization of CNTs and Cu–SiO2 as a result of the complex
synergism between CNTs and Cu active sites in hydrogen
activation.
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